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ABSTRACT

Juliette J. Broglin
THE EFFECT OF DEBATER STYLES ON AUDIENCES DURING TELEVISED
POLITICAL DEBATES
2003/4
Prof. Anthony Fulginiti
Master of Arts in Public Relations

The goal of this study is to examine the effects of certain predetermined debate
styles on television viewing audiences. The study used three separate gubernatorial
debates with identical questionnaires attached to determine the behavioral traits viewers
found most appealing in state level political candidates during organized, televised
events. The author acknowledges that many studies of this nature are conducted on the
national level. The author chose to analyze the same type of material on a lower level of
government to determine what potential voters find appealing in state level potential
elected officials. The study places the'two selected candidates in competition with each
other to allow study participants to select a final "winner" based on the areas asked to
analyze. The study focused on external characteristics and personality traits only. This
study has no political basis. The study is intended to serve as tool to future state level
political candidates. It will describe and explain the platform presentation, attitude, and
skills of political candidates potential voters support, with no interference from political
platforms and policies.
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The Effect of Debater Style on Audiences During
Televised Political Debates
Chapter One
Importance of the Problem
Political campaign strategies win and lose elections. Televised debates allow
voters to view candidates firsthand. Debates force candidates to display their public
presentation skills, demonstrate their ability to handle themselves on the spot, and present
voters with their issue identities.
Political candidates understand and appreciate the importance of televised
campaign debates. They prepare themselves with an effective debate style. A 2002 poll
determined that 20 percent of voters say they learn "the best, most useful information"
about political candidates during televised debates.'
This study uncovers specific elements used by debaters to influence voting
decisions. This study will also reveal effective strategies incorporated by political
debaters to influence potential voters.
Political debate expert Robert V. Friedenberg classified the image goals of
political debaters into four categories: 1)creating a more positive image of themselves; 2)
creating a more negative image of the opponent; 3) positively modifying existing image
of themselves; 4) negatively modifying the existing image of their opponent. 2
Friedenberg notes that contemporary political debaters use one or more of these four

Faucheux, Ronald A. "What Voters Think About PoliticalDebates", Campaigns & Elections; June 2002,
Vol. 23 Issue 5, p22.
2 Friedenberg, Robert V. "Patterns and Trends in National PoliticalDebates: 1960-1988 ", Rhetorical
Studies of National Presidential Debates. 1990. Praeger Publishers, New York, NY.
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images in virtually every debate. This study takes those goals and analyzes which
elements most impact the decision of potential voters.
The research results will shed light on the topic of voter attitudes toward political
debate styles and enable future political candidates to select the best method to ensure
voter support from televised debates.

Problem Statement
The first, and arguably the most famous, televised political debate took place on
September 26, 1960 between John F. Kennedy and Richard Nixon. This debate
established the standard for televised political debates. However, national campaigns
attract large audiences.
Despite numerous research studies conducted on national campaign debates,
communication researchers have devoted little attention to state level debates. The
Gallop organization estimated that 85 million Americans watched the first KennedyNixon debate in 1960. 3 The Commission on Presidential Debates estimated that 46.6
million Americans viewed the first of the 2000 presidential debates between George W.
Bush and Al Gore. 4 However, state political campaign debates attract significantly less
viewership because they impact fewer voters. This has hindered research in state
political debates.
This study focuses on three different televised debates from three separate
gubernatorial races. The research will attempt to uncover the extent to which the style,
Robert V. "Patternsand Trends in NationalPoliticalDebates: 1960-1988", Rhetorical
Studies of National Presidential Debates. 1990. Praeger Publishers, New York, NY.

3 Friedenberg,

4

Commission on Presidential Debates. http://www.debates.org.
*o
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personality and mannerisms used by each political debater affected potential voters. The
research exists under the assumption that over 50 percent of potential voters would vote
for candidates who focus on their own issues and character rather than those of their
opponents. The research will also attempt to prove or disprove that debate strategies
based on creating a negative image of the opponent will prove effective for less than 50
percent of potential voters.

Delimitations
The study focuses on research into the three selected televised gubernatorial
debates. The selected debates all took place in the year 2002. The gubernatorial debates
of Kansas, Massachusetts, and Georgia comprise the research focus. Concentrating on
only three particular debates provides more in-depth analysis, yielding more in depth
results.
This study will not focus on candidate issue platforms. Such an investigation,
including party affiliation and policy issues, introduces variables too broad for this study.
Results from this study will be equivalently applicable across party lines. Finally, by
leaving campaign issues out of the study, the research will formulate more homogeneous
results.
The research procedure prevents participants from viewing debates in their
entirety. This procedure mitigates the possibility of viewers generating attitudes toward
issues rather than towards presentation styles. Any study of this nature concerns itself
with participants' preconceived notions. Measures taken to limit these notions yield
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more unbiased results. This study will screen out the issue variable to warrant results
based solely on style and presentation.
The author will interview research subjects involved in other studies of debate
analysis. The unbiased results of those sessions will depend on the willingness of the
subjects to honestly answer. The author trusts individuals to answer truthfully about
personality, mannerisms and style, rather than party affiliation.

Purpose
The author believes that potential voters look beyond issues and focus on the
candidates themselves. Political campaign ads and organized speeches often make it
difficult for voters to generate an understanding of the candidates themselves. Televised
debates show candidates acting in real time, responding to questions directly, and
reacting to issues. The style in which candidates behave during a debate allows potential
voters to witness behavior patterns and get a sense of how they may act once in office.
The research will show that potential voters use televised debates to aid in their decisionmaking process.
Studying this topic will give political candidates a look into the minds of potential
voters. It will help them decipher the most appropriate debate style and personal persona
to influence voters. The author intends the study to produce a series of guidelines for
candidates to incorporate into an effective debate style.
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Procedure'
The author began this study by reviewing literature on the history of televised
political debate, effective debate styles, and the three specific gubernatorial debates. The
author researched the history of televised political debate in the United States for
foundation.
In June of 2002, Expert Richard Faucheux discovered 96 percent of voters feel
major statewide candidates should debate publicly.5 Faucheux's statistics gave the author
a basis for an in-depth study on statewide political debates.
To reinforce televised debate as a topicworth analyzing, the author researched
voter opinion on political debates and the suggested methods of viewing them
analytically. The League of Women Voters suggests that televised debates have the
greatest impact on undecided voters.6 They help uncommitted voters decide which
candidate best serves them. A candidate's persona and style impact those decisions.
The author will use the information researched on effective debate style to
analyze the six candidates in the selected chosen debaters and their debate styles.
Questions created for this analysis will be distributed to a random sample of registered
voters to obtain original research on those three debates. The results of these questions
will help in generating an outline of the most influential debate styles by incorporating
the opinions of the voting public.

Ronald A. "What Voters Think About PoliticalDebates", Campaigns & Elections; June 2002,
Vol. 23 Issue 5, p22.
5Faucheux,

6The

League of Women Voters New Jersey. http://www.lwvnj.org/watchingdebate.html.
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Terminology
Issues/Platform- The candidate's beliefs and official position on topics introduced in the
campaign and during debate
Style- The way a candidate speaks, uses language, reacts to questions, and projects
attitudes and demeanor. (Also included: mannerisms, behavior)
Presentation- Candidates' dress, image, stature, and personal conduct during the debate.
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Chapter Two

Introduction
The review of relevant literature to this study fell into five categories. This
chapter provides a synopsis of the findings in each topic: history of televised debate,
television's influence of politics, voter opinion of televised debate, watching debates, and
debate analysis. Researched literature from these five categories produces a wellrounded information base on the topic of televised political debate and reactions it
generates from voters. Issues of debate styles, personality traits, and physical
presentation thematically reoccur in the researched literature.

History of Televised Debate
Understanding the history of political debate serves as the groundwork for this
research. The literature provides a historical background of the political debate process
from its beginnings in the Kennedy-Nixon debates of 1960, the first of its kind televised.
Expert Robert V. Friedenberg edits a collection of essays entitled, Rhetorical Studies of
NationalPoliticalDebates7, centering on the analysis of political debates of the past.
The essays examine the debate tactics used by individuals, and evaluate success rates.
The Friedenberg collection of essays references and catalogs only national political
debates. This text aided in building the foundation of understanding on what has
developed into accepted practices and behaviors in political debates today.

7

Friedenberg, Robert V. Rhetorical Studies of National Political Debates. 1990. Praeger Press, New York
City, NY.
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Friedenberg takes analysis from eight separate authors on eight separate national
political debates to create the collection. Each essay examines tactics, methods and styles
used by debate participants. The conclusionary essay provides an overview of different
strategies, goals, and effects of political debate. Image-oriented strategies contain one of
four possible image-related goals, according to Friedenberg. These goals comprise:
creating the image of a vigorous, active leader, fostering identification of national
aspirations, fostering identification as dominate in party/ philosophy, and personification
of exemplifying desirable characteristics. 8
Myles Martel explores political debate history in PoliticalCampaignDebates.9
He chooses to break the information down into sections highlighting format types, tactics,
and strategies used in past debates. Martel suggests a candidate's goals in an overall
campaign directly affect behavior during debate. Image orientation also places an
important role in the debate style. According to Martel, a candidate's position in the
polls reflects debate style. Goals to either outperform the other candidate, or to at least
"hold your own," affect the behavior used to attract target audiences.
Martel elaborates on the use of pollsters in the campaign process to define the
image goals to be addressed by candidates. Pollsters look to the public to decide areas of
a candidates' overall image and style for focus.. The opinion surveys given to the public,
when cross-references with numerous demographic categories, provide candidates with
clear pictures on their image through multiple demographic categories. Once the public

8 Id I
9 Martel, Myles. Political Campaign Debates: Images. Strategies. and Tactics. 1983. Longman Inc. New
York, NY.
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opinion base is understood and researched, candidates can decide how to focus their
debate platform and style in the most effective manner. l°
In discussing the option to debate, Martel reveals the many questions and
opinions that tend to circle debate. He details the notion that a refusal to debate will
generate damaging negative publicity to a candidate. This shows that often, debates can
he somewhat forced and nonconsensual. The refusal to debate is likely to hurt a
candidate with the negative publicity that refusal carries with it. Martel references as far
back as the 1960 debates between Kennedy and Nixon to validate the facts he presents.
Nelson Polsby wrote on the once uncertain future of televised political debates in
Strategies and Structures ofAmerican Politics: PresidentialElections.l He believes that
after the lack of presidential debates in the 1964 elections the future of such campaign
events was shaky. Observers began to question whether or not candidates would ever
again seek out such an epic confrontation such as the Kennedy-Nixon debates. Another
televised debate did not occur again until 1976. According to the opinions expressed by
Polsby, "Debates can hurt incumbents. Challengers have far less to lose and may gain
simply by keeping their countenance and appearing on the same stage with the holder of
high public office." He describes how debates are a "wonderful experience in public
enlightenment." Often candidates engage in public debates due to public sentiment and
against its' better judgment.

l0Id 3
" Polsby, Nelson W. Strategies and Structures of American Politics: Presidential Elections. 1996,
Chatham House Publishers, Chatham NJ.
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Television's Influence of Politics
Bruce Morton composed "DebatesBring out the Best and Worst in Candidates"12
for CNN in 1996, dealing with the presence of television at debates and its effects of
candidate behavior. Morton presents examples of rehearsed moves by numerous
candidates as well as pianned political responses. Well-rehearsed physical gestures make
a candidate appear more self-assured and/or endearing to the viewers. The choice of
whether or not to wear make-up on camera is a major issue in candidate appearance.
Make-up helps create a more healthy and youthful look in front of a camera. Candidates
with no make-up appear noticeably different compared tfo those wearing it.
On the issue of presentation, Halbert Gully develops many theories of effective
public performance in his book, Essentials,of Discussionand Debate.13 He believes
rehearsal to be essential to a successful public debate. This allows the opportunity to
clarify the expression of ideas and language most effective for the occasion. Delivery
makes a great deal of difference to Gully as well. He feels four main things should be
avoided for success in debate: triteness; using words that are unfamiliar to the audience;
exaggerated language; and vague references. Gully acknowledges the importance of
voice, body language, and attitude in public debate. Voice must come across as
confident and comforting. Bodily actions contribute to an effective presentation during
debate. In Gully's opinion, eye contact, facial expression, and use of movement deserve
careful thought and practice in the debate process.

Morton, Bruce / CNN. "Debates Bring Out the Best and the Worst in Candidates." All Politics. 1996.
www.cnn.com/ALLPOLITICS/1996/news/9610/06/debate.history/index.shtml.
12

I3Gully,

NY. ,

Halbert. Essentials of Discussion and Debate. 1955. Holt, Rinehart, and Winston Ihc. New York

13
The video "Freedom Speaks: Television and the Presidency" 14 by the Freedom
Forum, First Amendment Center at Vanderbilt University explores television media's
influence on public office. Russell Baker, a former New York Times columnist, quoted
on the video states, "television has made presidents into entertainers." This emphasizes
the need for elected officials to fare well in from of the camera. The video continued to
make the point that until 1992, Presidents Kennedy and Nixon were the only two
presidents to use television well. They continually appear comfortable with themselves
in front of cameras and exude confidence. President Clinton was the first raised in the
television era and carried the skills to use it in the most varied of ways.
Max Atkinson dedicates a chapter of Our Masters' Voices: The language and
body language ofpolitics15 to what he calls "televisuality" and its effect on politics.
Atkinson describes televisuality as the change from live oratories to televised events and
the changes required to adapt to the new scenario. An example of this again appears in
the Kennedy-Nixon debate. Those who listened to the debate by radio declared Nixon
the winner while those viewing it on television chose Kennedy.
The advent of television brought new dimensions and details that were
unimportant in radio, yet essential to television politics. The appearance of Nixon and his
demeanor during the televised debate caused the viewers to fall decidedly with Kennedy,
the candidate with the better television presence. Non-verbal behaviors have a strong
force in television. Atkinson suggests viewers draw far-reaching conclusions about the
politicians based on this.
14 FreedomSpeaks: "Television and the Presidency." The Freedom Forum, First Amendment Center,
Vanderbilt University. 1995. (1 hour, 28min)
15 Atkinson, Max. Our Masters' Voices: The Language and Body Language of Politics. 1984. Methuen &
Company. New York, NY.
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Voter Opinion of Televised Debate
Ronald Faucheux analyzes voter opinion of televised debate in his 2002 essay,
"What Voters Think About PoliticalDebates. ,16 Faucheux examines the information
given by candidates as well as voter positions on the benefits and influences televised
political debates present. The article provides a wealth of statistics on many aspects of
political debate from a telephone survey conducted in February 2002 with 1,000
registered voters nationwide and a margin of error of +/- 3 percent.
Faucheux determines that 20 percent of voters say the source of "the best, most
useful information" about political candidates comes from televised debate. The article
further concludes that televised debates do best among middle-aged voters (ages 35-64)
with 22 percent and least well among young voters (under 25) with 15 percent.
Faucheux finds 70 percent of voters distinguish televised political debates as
either extremely or somewhat helpful in statewide elections. When asking voters about
their viewing habits toward statewide elections, 74 percent said they would watch most of
a debate series and 87 percent would view a single debate.
On the importance of televised debate, 81 percent of voters polled believe debates
have importance in helping voters get a personal sense of the candidate. Eighty-nine
percent of the polled voters find debates useful in determining the differences between
candidates. The voting majority of 89 percent completely reject the notion of debates
being a waste of time.

16 Faucheux, Ronald A. "What Voters Think About PoliticalDebates". Campaigns and Elections. June
2002. Vol. 23 Issue 5.
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Fauchuex followed by asking what voters want out of a debate. From the public
relations viewpoint, 70 percent of this sample sees a candidate's ability to "keep cool and
calm" as very important. His study finds 58 percent of polled voters say a candidate's
speaking ability is also very important. Fauchuex finds it interesting that only 26 percent
of his sample cite physical appearance very important and only 16 percent see a
candidate's willingness to attack one another as an important factor in how they judge
political candidates.

Watching Debates
Mark Watts composed Watching Debates'7 for Campaigns and Elections in June
2002. His article reports the results of two focus groups in February 2002 analyzing
voter perceptions of political debates. The majority of focus group participants find
debates important. Yet, very few participants watch debates for state offices. Watts
believes statewide debates require more accessibility and visibility to voters. He feels
more should be done to publicize debates from the news media, candidates and all
involved with the debate.
The article delves into what focus group participants like and dislike about
debates. A series of quotes pulled from both likes and dislikes of debates provides a
foundation on what could be expected in similar focus groups. Participants felt televised
debates showcase candidates' abilities to handle themselves under pressure, use quick
thinking skills, show natural selves, and exhibit body language and facial expressions, all
on the positive side of viewing televised debates. Respondents find negative elements of
televised debates in what they refer to as "backstabbing" and negative remarks about an
17

Watts, Mark. "Watching Debates. " Campaigns and Elections. June 2002. Vol. 23 Issues 5.
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opposing candidate. The recurring theme of negative campaigning dominates the dislike
category. Many respondents feel not enough attention gets paid to the issues and too
much time devoted to on negative attacks.
Watts notes that according to participants, debates "should provide information
and not entertainment." However, he also finds participants tend to watch only
presidential and vice-presidential debates. Watts strongly believes statewide televised
political debates can develop increased viewership with greater accessibility and publicity
along with informative, unscripted, issue-oriented discussions providing insight into the
position and personality of each candidate involved.

Debate Analysis
The New Jersey League of Women Voters provides a guide on how to properly
watch a debate on its website, "How to Watch a Debate."'8 The article suggests that
television often emphasizes image over substance. The League of Women Voters
provides a list of questions divided into categories allowing debate viewers to best weigh
all debate elements. They provide a checklist of format, moderators, image, substance,
and impact related questions to aid one's debate analysis.
Monica Sullivan wrote "How to Get the Most Out of Debates "' 9 in 2000 for
National Voter. Sullivan presents a series of "tips" to help one get the most out to
viewing debates. She suggests that identifying candidates' debate strategies can be done
early in the debate. Looking at whether or not candidates spend most of their time

's Goldman, Deborah. "How to Watch a Debate". The League of Women Voters.
www.lwvnj .org/watchingdebate.html
1
9 Sullivan, Monica. "How to Get the Most Out of Debates ". National Voter. September/October 2000.
www.lwvnj.org/watching.html
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attacking opponents or focusing on the issues gives away the debate strategy early on,
according to Sullivan. She acknowledges that most viewers center on appearance when
they watch debates. They focus on age, stature, facial expressions, clothes, and other
related visuals.
During the first and last Presidential Debates of 1992, CNN established random
telephone surveys of 480 citizens to reveal America's immediate reaction to the event.
2 , by Mark Thalhimer examines
The Debate Pulse: Rapid-Response, Interactive Pollingj

this debate reaction poll conducted by the major television news network. Quoting Jack
Ludwig of the Gallop organization, "This polling method provides the ability to
understand much more clearly the way specific pieces of a speech affect people." The
telephone survey participants were asked to respond positively or negatively to what they
saw and heard during the debate. The results of this survey corresponded with the larger,
more conventional types conducted. The positive feedback from the study shows an
acceptance of smaller, more detailed surveys.
Halbert Gully, in Essentialsof Discussion and Debate21provides a checklist to aid
in evaluating debate. Judging on content, organization, rebuttals, and delivery creates a
good overall analysis. Rating the participants on a five-part scale develops a more
detailed analysis, due to the varying levels of opinion. Gully creates a model of a suitable
checklist to provide a beneficial debate analysis.

20

Thalhimer, Mark. The Debate Pulse: Rapid-Response InteractivePolling.
http://www.museum.tv/debateweb/html/equal.../essay_thalhimer.htm.
21 Id 6
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Conclusion
The author concludes through a review of the relevant literature that image and
style are key points of televised political debates to viewers. The use of television in the
political process enables voters to see the candidates as they are and how they react to the
pressure and nature of debate. Winners and losers and now looked at beyond the content
of their message. Television permits views to take physical and personal elements such
as stature, presence and public speaking ability into account when assessing any given
debate scenario. The literature suggests methods of debate and debate analysis, bringing
politics into the living rooms of America creates more demands on political candidates
beyond the power of their message.

'I
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Chapter Three

Type of Data
Qualitative, opinion-based data proves most beneficial to this study. The study
will base its results on two original data sources, focus groups and personal interviews.
The focus groups decipher the attitudes and behaviors used by political debaters that
produce a positive effect on potential voters, causing them to vote for a particular
candidate over another. Personal interviews conducted with professionals in the political
debate field provide expert opinion on effectiveness of styles in debate and shed light on
recommended practices taking place in political debates at present.

Source of Data
The study is rooted in gubernatorial campaign debates. To retrieve copies of this
type of debate the author used the video archive at CSPAN. This video library provided
gubernatorial debates from various parts of the country in differing time periods. The
2002 Gubernatorial debates from Kansas, Massachusetts, and Georgia serve as the basis
for the focus group research. Selected segments of the three separate debates are shown
to the focus groups rather than the debates in their entirety. This warrants results based
upon debate style, attitudes, and behaviors rather than issue stance and/or party
affiliation.

'

A series of 11 questions drawn from the League of Women Voters "How to
Watch a Debate" checklist will be administered to the focus groups before each of the
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three debate segments. The selected questions address the issues of the study22. The
instrument consists of Yes/No questions followed by open-ended response areas with
room for personal elaboration. The instrument also includes comparison questions.
These concretely determine which debate style the individual prefers.
Only registered voters participate in the focus groups. The study uses registered
voters from various ethnic backgrounds, both genders, and any party affiliation. Any
state is comprised of varying voter groups, this study deems it necessary to include as
many as possible to uphold the study's integrity. Data concerning individuals who do
not participate in the election process lack appropriateness for this study. Every
participant will be a resident of New Jersey. In doing this, the participants presumably
have no prior knowledge of the candidates being exposed to them, eliminating the
variable of personal loyalty.
Personal interviews conducted with campaign professionals and political research
specialists provide expert interpretations of current televised political debate strategies.
These data present facts on the present state of televised political debate, limiting room
for assumptions.

Acquiring the data
Three focus groups participate in this study. Each group contains ten registered
voters of no particular party affiliation. The same three televised political debate
segments are shown to each session. Each debate segment requires a separate
questionnaire. Color coding in correspondence to each debate segment allows the focus
group administrator to group the responses appropriately. Each focus group runs no
22

Focus group questionnaire found in Appendix A
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longer than one hour. Distinctly different debate styles are highlighted in the debate
segments. This provides greater response diversity and increases the debate styles
studied. The four image goals addressed by Friedenberg 23 create the categories
presented. Each style will be categorized for analysis. Results stem from the differences
expressed by the focus groups.
The decision to show only segments of televised debates enhances the credibility
and unbiased nature of the study. .Allowing focus group participants to view debates in
their entirety introduces variables such as party loyalty and issue sympathy that bias a
study of this kind. To ensure results based on debate style only, segmenting of the
debates proves essential."
Personal, in-depth interviews with specialists who have either studied televised
political debate extensively or lead campaigns with televised debates bring expert opinion
into the study. The four debate styles profiles by Friedenberg serve as the foundation for
each interview. Expert responses to the effectiveness of each style generate the bulk of
these interviews. The interviews, when compared with the focus group results, allow the
author to analyze if experts and the potential voters agree on effective debate styles.
The personal interviews aim to gather expert opinions on the effectiveness of each
of the four Friedenberg debate styles. The interviewer will not share the results of the
focus groups data with the professionals. Generating untainted answers could be
jeopardized by revealing focus group data. The interviews seek honest professional
opinions on the effectiveness of each style and its use in the political arena presently 24 .

23

24

Referenced in Chapter One
Personal Interview questions found in Appendix B
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Data Analysis
Focus group data analysis occurs in stages. Each group is examined first
separately based on the three viewed segments. The three session results are then
combined for the overall opinion totals. The total results will then be split
demographically for voter opinion based on age, race, and gender. Analysis on numerous
levels allows for more detailed results. Different genders, ages, and races may be
attracted to different character traits. In-depth analysis will uncover if differences occur.
The personal interview data, when compared to the focus group results, will
determine if accepted practice of the day correlates with the ideal style sought by
potential voters.

This allows the study to pinpoint the exact areas in which present

debate styles stand for improvement or show effectiveness as is.
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Chapter Four

Process
In order to ensure an unbiased segment of each tape would be viewed by the focus
group participants, the study utilized sections of the debate with both candidates
receiving equal exposure. Equal representation of each candidate proves essential to the
proper development of a thorough response set from the participants.
The ten study participants broke down into three smaller viewing groups. This
allowed the focus group moderator to more directly answer the questions asked, as well
as monitor the groups much more closely.

Each group session took place in a different

location, however all participants received comfortable seating and were located in a
familiar environment to them.
The groups viewed the tapes one directly after another with open dialogs after
each tape to allow the participants to elaborate on their answers and compare opinions
with each other. Each tape received its own questionnaire for each participant. The total
of thirty questionnaires developed into the bulk of the study.

Understanding the Data Tables
Each data set is displayed in table format. The results should be read across with
the numbers in each table representing percentages. The results highlighted in bold face
symbolize that candidate receiving a large majority of the votes for that category, sixty
percent or greater.

Each clearly marked table identifies a certain grouping of
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characteristics. The information following each table contains the significant information
gathered from that portion of the overall questionnaire.

The Massachusetts Debate and its Results
The Massachusetts debate took place in an auditorium at Western New England
College in Springfield Massachusetts on September 24, 2002. The two candidates stood
side by side behind two separate podiums. A solid blue backdrop with a patriotic banner
hung behind them. They faced a panel ofjournalists and community leaders designated
to ask the open-ended, campaign related questions. A moderator controlled the session
with a large audience in attendance. The debate lasted a total of 57 minutes.
The Democratic Candidate, Mitt Romney, had no prior political leadership
experience, while the Republic candidate, Shannon O'Brien formerly held the position of
state treasurer. Mr. Romney wore a navy blue suit with a white shirt and blue and white
patterned tie. Ms. O'Brien chose a solid red skirt suit with a string of pearls.

Table I: Debate Characteristics Identified
Characteristic
Romney
O'Brien
No opinion
Leader
70
20
10
-100
Likeable
Controlled
90
-10
Trustworthy
70
30
-Calm
90:
10
--Credible
40
30
30
-Courteous
80
20
* Romney dominated all but one field of positive characteristics.
* The 100 percent likeability of Romney over O'Brien shows tremendous social
advantage.
* Romney clearly dominates this table, showing he demonstrated more socially
agreeable personality traits.
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Table II: Superficial Influences Identified
No influence
Positively
Negatively
External
characteristic
influenced
influenced
Age
40
60
Gender
10
--90
Clothing
50
--50
Posture
70
10
20
Facial Expression
70
30
_
* The areas of posture and facial expression proved the most influential in this
debate.
* The participants split evenly on the issue of clothing, half say it make no impact,
while the other half are positively influence by it.
* An overwhelming majority had no influence in the gender category, showing no
gender bias.
Table III: Personality traits identified
Romney
O'Brien
No opinion
Trait
10
--Relaxed
90
--10
90
Confident
Sincere
60
30
10
Guarded
30
50
20
Defensive
10
80
10
20
80
--Attacking
* Romney dominated the all field generally accepted as positive personality traits
* O'Brien dominated two of the three field generally accepted as negative
personality traits (receive half of the votes in the third).
· The large majority of the participants had opinions in the table, proving that
personality placed a large role in this debate.
Table IV: Best use of television elements
Television element
Romney
O'Brien
No opinion
20
--Looked at the
80
camera
70
--Panned the
30
audience
Smiled
70
20
10
Appeared
90
10
--comfortable_
* Romney spent more time focusing on the camera and the larger television
audience.
* O'Brien panned the audience, focusing on the small group present at the debate.
* Romney controlled the categories showing a candidate to be more at ease in front
of a camera.
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Table V: Directly answering questions
|
O'Brien
|Romney
60
.40
* This shows that the majority of the participants received direct answers to the
given questions from Romney.
· "O'Brien often switched topics or refocused her attention on attacking Romney,"
responded a 37 year old Hispanic female.
Table VI: Candidates attacking or defending
Romney
Answering style
60
Defending own views
Attacking opponents views
.10

O'Brien
40
90

Romney
O'Brien
Neither candidate
Answering Style
10
60
30
Defended own
character
80
10
10
Attacked opponents
______
character
* The two related tables show that Romney answered his questions in relation to
himself.
* The tables show that O'Brien spent her time answering the questions attacking her
opponent.
* According to the participants, this demonstrated Romney to be a more credible
and friendlier candidate.
Table VII: Type of negative comments spoken by candidates
Comment type
Romney
O'Brien
Attacked policies
70
30
100
Attacked opponent
personally
_
40
--Did not attack
* This table proves O'Brien to consistently attack Romney, something the
participants saw as a negative.
* No participant felt Romney attacked O'Brien, when asked about this table, one
group of participants felt it showed integrity on the part of Romney.
Table VIII: Level of information possessed by candidates
Level
Very
Somewhat
No
.Somewhat
Very
informed informed
opinion uninformed uninformed
-20
10
70
Romney
O'Bren

40

30

.10

-

10

No
selection
10

The table shows that the participants felt Romney to be the better informed of the
two candidates.
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Table VIliI: Best description of candidates

Description Effective
official

No
Empty
Can't
Moderately
Moderately
empty
politician selection
determine
effective

politician
official
10
30
60
Romney
10
20
20
20
30
O'Brien
* The table concludes that participants saw Romney as an effective official.
* O'Brien's description was split amongst the table; this shows that her
performance made it hard for the participants to come to similar conclusions.
Table X: Final Vote
Romney
O'Brien
|
30
70
* Based on the segment of the debate viewed, the majority would cast their vote for
Romney
Overall, in this debate, the participants voted more often for the candidate they
found to possess more friendly, and personable characteristics. They went with the
candidate that spent less time attacking the other and appeared more comfortable in front
of the camera.

The Kansas Debate and it's Results
The Kansas debate appeared the most informal of the three selections. This
debate took place at the Quivara Lake & Country Club in Quivara Kansas on October 12,
2002. The debate ran slightly over one hour.
The two candidates stood in front of a plain black backdrop behind separate thin
wooden podiums with one American Flag cast off to the left side. This debate took place
in a small plain banquet room of this Country Club. The Audience consisted mainly of
reporters and camera crews. The moderator sat at a long table in front of the two
candidates.
Kathleen Sebelius, the democratic candidate and former State Insurance
commissioner, wore a navy blue skirt suit with a blue shirt and dark pearls. Tim
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Shallenburger, the republican candidate and former State Treasurer, wore a black suit
with a white shirt and blue tie. Mr. Shallenburger wore glasses as well.

Table I: Debate Characteristics Identified
Shallenburger
Characteristic
10
Leader
Likeable

Sebelius
90
90

No opinion
--10

Controlled

--

100

---

Trustworthy

10

80

10

Calm

10

90

---

10
30
60
Credible
20
30
50
Courteous
* Sebelius overwhelmingly dominated this table. This shows that the participants
saw the character of Sebelius to be stronger than that of Shallenburger.
* One African American, 22-year-old participant commented that Shallenburger
appeared nervous and uneasy, "He seemed like me was not prepared for a position
as governor."
Table II: Superficial Influences Identified
No influence
Negatively
Positively
External
influenced
influenced
characteristic
80
10
10
Age
10
80
10
Gender
--70
30
Clothing
50
30
20
Posture
10
10
Facial Expression
80
* The participants in this study were hardly swayed by superficial, or external
characteristics
* Facial expression weighed heavily with the groups. They looked for confidence
and self assurance it the candidates faces.
Table III: Personalit traits identified
No opinion
Trait
Shallenburger
Sebelius
--100
--Relaxed
--100
--Confident
10
Sincere
20
70
20
--Guarded
80
--80
20
Defensive
Attacking
30
60
10
* Sebelius dominated all three positive categories of this chart as well as one
negative.
* Shallenburger took the categories that come across as insecurities.
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Table IV: Best use of television elements
No opinion
Shallenburger
Sebelius
Television element
--100
-Looked at the
camera
-90
10
Panned the
audience
Smiled
10
70
20
90
10
Appeared
comfortable_
Sebelius controlled this table completely. This demonstrated the audience to view
her as the most television savvy.
Table V: Directly answering questions
I
Sebelius
Shallenburger
30
.
70
* The style and methods used by Sebelius caused the participants to find her
answering style more direct.
Table VI: Candidates attacking or defending
Answering style
Shallenburger
Defending own views
20
50
Attacking opponents views

Sebelius
80
50

Answering Style
Shallenburger
Sebelius
Neither candidate
Defended own
50
30
20
character
Attacked opponents
40
40
20
character
I_
* On the issue of views, Sebelius dominated the defensive category.
* The rest of both tables evenly distributed the votes to both candidates. This
shows the participants to be evenly split between the two candidates on
answering styles.
Table VII: Type of negative comments spoken by candidates
Comment type
Shallenburger
Sebelius

Neither

_________________candidate

50
40
10
Attacked policies
Attacked opponent
20
20
60
personally
Did not attack
40
40
20
* The use of negative comments distributes itself evenly between the two
candidates.
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Table VIII: Level of information possessed by candidates

No
No
Somewhat
Very
Very
Somewhat
informed informed opinion uninformed uninformed selection

Level
Shallenburger
Sebelius

*
*

50
30

20
70

30
-

-

-

Sebelius presents herself as the most informed candidate to the study participants.
Neither candidate registered any opinion as being uninformed, proving both
candidates ranked well on levels of information possessed.

Table VIIII: Best descri tion of candidates

Description

Effective

Moderately

Can't

Moderately

Empty

No

official

effective

determine

empty

politician

selection

officialp
Shallenburger
Sebelius

*
*

50

50
40

olitician
40
10

10
---.

---

No one person in the study found Shallenburger to be an effective official.
Even though Sebelius did not receive a large majority of"effective official" votes,
half of the participants placed her in this category.

Table X: Final Vote
Shallenburger,
*
*

·
Sebelius
....-_____
___100
|
Every participant selected Sebelius for the final vote.
No one selected Shallenburger.- One participant said, "It was just too difficult to
determine his personality." (55 year old White female)

Many of the study participants found this debate tedious. It came across to a few of
the individuals as unprofessional; this comment presented itself in all three of the focus
group sessions. Microphone problems and unanticipated interruptions no doubt
contributed to this feeling. One participant, a 19-year-old white female, said the debate
came across more like students running for class president than state officials running for
governor.
Participants tended to side with the candidate possessing the more leadership and
confidence skills. The data overwhelming supports Sebelius in tables containing positive
traits. Shallenburger shown very poorly in areas considered critical for successful
leadership.
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The Georgia Debate and it's Results
This debate focused on three gubernatorial candidates. For the purpose of study
consistence, participants viewed only two of the candidates during the debate. The
author researched the race to select the two candidates. Based upon percent points and
visibility, the author chose Democratic Incumbent Governor Roy Barnes, and Former
State Republican Senator Sonny Perdue. Roy Barnes wore a navy blue suit, white shirt
and red time. Sonny Perdue wore the same color scheme as his competition with a
different pattern in his tie. Roy Barnes wore glasses.
This debate took place in the most elaborate setting of the three. This debate
occurred in Atlanta, sponsored by the Atlanta Press Corp on November 3, 2002. The
candidates sat on stage behind a long table with a light show type background behind
them of the America flag and the United States Capital Building. Large flags stood at
either end of the stage along with one large column slightly off to one side. The debate
lasted 57 minutes.
Table I: Debate Characteristics Identified
Characteristic
Barnes
Perdue
No opinion
--40
60
Leader
50
--Likeable
50
50
10
Controlled
40
10
30
60
Trustworthy
-20
80
Calm
Credible
30
60
10
-30
70
Courteous
* This table showed both candidates holding an almost even footing in the area
of characteristics.
* A majority of participants found Barnes more calm and trustworthy, while
they found Perdue as more of a leader, more trustworthy, and credible.
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Table II: Superficial Influences Identified

Positively
influenced

Negatively
influenced

No influence

Age
Gender

30

10
--

60
100

Clothing
Posture
Facial Expression

30
60
60

--10
20

70
30
20

External
characteristic

*

The large majority of those surveyed found no influence in external
characteristics. This could be due to the fact that both candidates looked similar.
Posture and Facial expression positively influenced the participants.

*
_

_

_

_

Table m: Personali ty traits identified
Trait
Barnes
Perdue
No opinion
Relaxed
60
20
20
20
Confident
60
20
50
40
10
Sincere
Guarded
40
40
20
Defensive
20 ,
60
20
* The participants show an almost equal division in the table.
* While they found Barnes more relaxed, they noted Perdue to be more confident.
* Perdue took a large majority of the votes for being guarded, not seen as a positive
trait.
Table IV: Best use of television elements

Television Element

Barnes

Perdue

Looked at the camera
30
70
Panned the audience
.70
30
Smiled
50
50
Appeared comfortable
30
70
* Perdue looked at the audience more, while Barnes focused on the physical '
audience.
* Perdue appeared more comfortable in front of the camera, a natural partner to
looking at it more often.
Table V: Directly answering questions

Barnes
30
*

Perdue
70

Well over half of the participants believed Perdue to stay more on track with the
questions asked.
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Table VI: Candidates attacking or defending
Answering style
Barnes
Defending own views
60
Attacking opponents views
30

Perdue
50
70

Answering style
Barnes
Perdue
50
50
Defended own character
60
40
Attacked opponent
character
* Both tables find Perdue to have the most attack oriented answering style, both on
his opponent's character and views.
*
Barnes demonstrated himself as more internally focused while answering
questions.
Table VII: Type of negative comments spoken by candidates
Perdue
Barnes
Comment type

Neither

Attacked policies

50

50

candidate
---

Attacked opponent

50

40

10

personally

50

Did not attack
30
20
* No one candidate took majority of any type of these attacks.
* The participants split equally on the issue of attacking policies.
Table VIII: Level of information possessed by candidates
Somewhat
Level
Very
Somewhat
No
opinion uninformed
informed
informed
30
10
Barnes
40
Perdue

*
*

-

20

70

Very
uninformed
10

*
*

--

Only Perdue took a majority for the highest categorization of information level.
Barnes had a more across the board showing in this table.

Table VIIII: Best description of candidates
Description Effective Moderately
Can't
Moderately
official
effective
determine
empty
Barnes
Perdue

No
selection

30
60

official
30
40

30
--

Empty
No
politician selection

politician
I

10

-

Only Perdue took the majority for the highest category of Effective politician.
Barnes took an even distribution through the table. No majority for any category.

'
Table X: Final Vote
Perdue
I| _
Barnes
40
60
* Participants selected Perdue with a 20 percent majority.
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This debate had participants swaying back and forth between the two candidates.
One participant, a 22-year-old white female, expressed to her group that she found it
difficult to decide on her final vote. She felt this debate came down to the remarks made
by one candidate about the other. She had this to say, "Often the rebuttals had more
conviction than the straightforward answering of questions."
The results throughout the many tables ran Barnes and Perdue almost "neck and
neck' consistently. Perdue captured only slightly greater amounts of votes when
conquering any given category. This shows both candidates as strong competitors. It is
important to note that during this debate, Perdue showed a Barnes campaign mailer to the
audience, an illegal move by the debates guidelines. Despite this breach of etiquette and
policy, Perdue won over the participants.
Collective Analysis of Debate Winners
Table Category
Leader
Likeable
Controlled
Trustworthy
Calm
Credible
Courteous
Age as positive

Romney
70
100
90
70
90
40
80
40

Sebelius
90
90
100
80
90
60
50
10

Perdue
60
50
50
60
20
60
30
30

10

10

---

50

10

30

70

50

60

70

80

60

90
90
60
30 .
10
20

100
100
70
20
20
60

20
60
40
40
60
40

influence

Gender as positive
influence

Clothing as positive
influence

Posture as positive
influence____

Facial expression
as positive influence___

Relaxed
Confident
Sincere
Guarded
Defensive
Attacking
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Looked at the
camera
Panned the
audience
Smiled
Appeared
comfortable
Directly answered
questions
.
Defended own
views
Attacked opponents
views
Defended own
character
Attacked opponents
character
Attacked policies-Attacked opponents
personally
Did not attack
;
Very informed
Somewhat informed
No opinion of
information level
Somewhat
uninformed
Very uninformed
Effective official
Moderately effective
official
Can't determine
level of
effectiveness
Moderately empty
politician
Empty politician
FINAL VOTE

·

*

·

80

100

70

30

90

30

70
90

70
90

50
70

60

70

70

60

80

40

10

50

70

60

30

50

10

40

60

70
--

40
20

50
40

40
70
30
---

30
70
20
---

40
70
20
10

,

.

'

'

.

.

60
30

--50
40

--60
40

-

10

---

-

--

10
70

--_
100

60

All three chosen winners dominated the following categories:
leadership, trustworthiness, facial expression as a positive influence,
confidence, looking at the camera, appearing comfortable, directly
answering questions and being very informed.
All three'chosen winners collected 50 percent or more of the vote in the following
categories:
Likeability, controlled, posture as a positive influence, smiling, being an
effective official.
All three chosen winners gathered 40 percent or less in the following categories:
Age as a positive influence, gender as a positive influence, appearing
guarded, and attacking opponents personally.
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Comparison of Winners Overall Results
All three winners dominated only positive fields. In select instances one of the
winning candidates did you tactics this study classifies as negative campaigning.
However, this fact did not deter individuals from choosing that candidate in the end. The
participants of this study selected the candidates in which they found the most amiable
qualities. All three of the winners selected by the panels won the Governorship in their
respective state that election cycle.
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Chapter Five
Despite the fact that these three gubernatorial races presented themselves very
differently in content and delivery, the points that attracted viewers to their decided
winners remained essentially universal.

Winning Qualities
The research of chapter two highlights that television viewers tend to respond
better to candidates with more charisma and those who appear more confident and at ease
in from of the camera, this study reinforced those findings. In every instance, the
candidate the viewing audience found more confident in the setting came out victorious.
Study participants found it important to select a candidate who appeared to perform well
under pressure. The act of answering essentially unrehearsed questions in from of a live
audience as well at television viewing audience is just such an example. Clearing, this
study along with the corresponding research should give potential candidates an
understanding into the importance-of what Max Atkinson refers to as "televisuality."
Excluding leadership qualities has been generally understood as an essential
characteristic in any potential government official. That fact has resurfaced in this study
as well. All three of the winners dominated the leadership category. Obviously, potential
voters seek leadership from their elected officials. Showing the targeted publics that you
are more of a leader that your opponent adds to the likelihood for a success campaign.
However, the notion that successful political candidates do not attack their
opponents personally did not receive universal acceptance in this study. One of the three
chosen winners struck 60 percent of the viewers as attacking personally his opponent.
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This stuck out due to the ideology that successful candidates run a positive campaign and
stay with the issues at hand. One sided mud-slinging generally receives limited
acceptance. In the case of the Georgia debate selected, the mud-slinging remained one
sided, yet proved effective.
Candidates showing themselves to be well informed took high standing in this
study. Viewers look for intelligence and a thorough understanding of the issues from
their potential leaders. Those who exude this intelligence and wealth of information,
more so than their opponents, gain successful. Confidence within themselves that they
are in fact the most qualities comes across to potential voters in a strong way.

Losing Qualities
Candidates who appear uneasy in front of a camera often have a poor showing at
the polls. A major part of being an elected official includes, in a sense, performing in
front of large groups and an even larger television viewing audience. Potential voters
look for self-confidence in their leaders, it is an unspoken requirement for positions such
as governor.
During debate, those who attack or appear defensive, rarely claim victory.
Participants in this study look down on candidates who attack their opponents. Viewers
watch debates to gain a better understanding of each candidate's stance on the issues.
When they tune in only to see attacks rather than solid issue debate, viewers tend to lose
interest. When the viewer intends to watch an issue focused debate and does not in fact
get the see such a debate, they leave feeling deprived of the intentional experience. This
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often leaves them harboring resentment towards the candidate that took the debate in the
wrong direction. This resentment solidifies itself at the polls.

Overall Synopsis
Those characteristics that demonstrate self-confidence match the characteristics
viewers look for in potential leaders. Public relations play a large part in the success of
any given candidate. Allowing the voting public to gain an awareness of the candidates
persona and likeability prove themselves as key components in any successful campaign.
Presidential candidates staff many public relations practitioners to ensure they
maintain a positive and noteworthy image with the media and the public. Gubernatorial
candidates, as well as those in other races below the national level, need to do the same.
Small focus groups, just as the three in this study, allow political candidates a first-hand
view of how they public is seeing them. National campaigns use this method frequently;
the same should be true for state level campaigns.
This study shows that potential voters look for the same general qualities in all of
their elected leaders, national as well as state. The qualities proving most effective with
the study participants on the gubernatorial level parallel the qualities the authors research
showed as beneficial to national candidates. The same methods of presidential debate
when used on the state level resonate with the people.
The most popular debates viewed by Americans have been shown to be those in a
Presidential race. These same citizens view the debates of lower ranking official. They
tend to hold these debates up to the same standards as the presidential type when it comes
to the conduct of the candidates.
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Authors Opinion of Hypothesis Results
This study set out to prove that over 50 percent of potential voters would vote for
candidates who on their issues and character rather that those of their opponent. In two
of the three debates views, this proved true. The third disproved the hypothesis by a 10
percent margin. The author believes this is not enough of a percentage to completely
discredit the hypothesis.
This study also set out to prove that less than 50 percent of potential voters would
vote for a candidate with debate strategies based on creating a negative image of their
opponent. Again, this proves true in two of the three debates chosen. The margin of the
three is still to narrow to completely discredit this hypothesis as well.

APPENDIX
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Focus Group Questions
Ethnicity:

Sex:

Age:

1) Please mark the following characteristics you identified in the
participants during the debate segment viewed?
Candidate #1
Leader
Likeable
Controlled
Trustworthy_
Calm
Credible
Courteous

.

Candidate #2

____

____

2) Were you influenced by the candidates...?
Positively Negatively
influenced influenced
Age
Sex
Clothing
Posture
Facial expression

No
influence

_

__

Comments:

3) Of the following, select one candidate you think appeared most...
Candidate #1 Candidate #2
Relaxed
Confident
Sincere

Guarded
Defensive
Attacking
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4) Please identify the candidate you feel best uses these elements of
television:
Candidate #1 Candidate #2
Looked at the camera
Panned the audience
Smiled
Appeared comfortable__
Comments:

5) Select the candidate that most directly answered questions
I Candidate #1 I Candidate #2 |

* "Directly answered" means responded to the question with his/her exact point, did not
change the subject to another issue or the other candidate

6) Select the one candidate who answered the questions in the following
ways (please select only one candidate per option)
Candidate # 1 Candidate #2
Defended own views
Attacked opponents views
CadidatCandidate1 Candidate #2 I
Defended own character
Attacked opponents character

.

7) Select the phrase that best describes each candidate's negative comments
Candidate #1
Attacked policies
Attacked opponent personally
Did not attack

Candidate # 2
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8) Select the box that best describes each candidate
Very

Somewhat

No

Somewhat

Very

informed

informed

opinion

uninformed

uninformed

Candidate

#1
Candidate
#2

9) Please select the description that best describes each candidate from the
following:
Effective
official

Moderately
effective
official

Can't
determine

Moderately
empty
political*

Empty
politician*

Candidate
#1i______

Candidate
#2

* "Empty Political" means someone you could not see as getting his job done effectively.
A candidate whom, once in office, would not implement the policies he promised.
10) Based SOLEY on the segment of debate you viewed, which candidate

would you more likely vote for?

I Candidate #1 I Candidate #2 1
Please explain:
I

Thank you for participating in this focus group. You have greatly helped my research
process. If you would like the results of this study, please let your moderator know. I will
be pleased to send them to you.
Juliette Broglin
Graduate Student
Public Relations Dept.
Rowan University

